Derbyshire Dales Council - Licensing Sub-Committee
Tuesday 15 June 2021. 0930 hrs
Euphoria Festivals Ltd - Darley Dance Festival

Documentation lodged on behalf of the Premises Licence Holder
_______________________________________
Acting for the Premises Licence Holder for this application, I have given full regard to:
•
•
•
•

The licensing objectives as set out in the Licensing Act 2003.
The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.
The Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Act.
The correspondence of those who have objected.

During the consultation process, I have liaised with the Responsible Authorities throughout
the consultation process, and additional conditions have been added to the operating schedule
on the advice of Police Licensing.
I have attempted mediation with those who have objected via the Licensing Authority,
additionally, the applicant has contracted various professional companies to produce the
correct documentation to ensure a safe and well managed event; these include, not least:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Noise acoustics Management plan
Operational Security Plan
Operational Medical Plan
Fire Prevention Plan
Covid 19 – Risk Assessment.
Licensing Act 2003 – Staff training and supporting documents.

Eight Responsible Authorities could have objected to this application in relation to any of the
Four Licensing Objectives, I have liaised extensively with these Authorities and they have not
considered it necessary to object. It must therefore be concluded that this premises licence
application gives them no reason for concern in its proposed operation or licensable activities,
and that it will fully uphold the four licensing objectives.
The following documents are attached in support of this application, and will be fully utilised
by the Premises Licence Holder:
Annex A.
Annex B.
Annex C.
Annex D.
Annex E
Annex F
Annex G
Annex H

Agreed conditions with Police Licensing.
Copy of correspondence sent to those who have objected.
Licensing Act Due Diligence Pack
Noise Management Plan
Event Safety Management Plan
Medical Operational Plan
Operational Security Plan
Traffic Management

ANNEX A

ANNEX B

Licence Leader Limited
rob.edge@licence-leader.co.uk
www.licence-leader.co.uk

Dedicated to providing a dynamic and realistic approach to licensing.

Application by Euphoria Festivals Ltd
for a Premises Licence for Darley Dance Festival
I am aware that you will have received a letter from the Licensing Manager Eileen Tierney,
whom I have been liaising with throughout the last few weeks.
To introduce myself, I am the Licensing Consultant (Rob Edge) acting on behalf of the
applicants. I am hopeful that you will see from this correspondence that I would wish to
mediate, as far as possible to allay any fears that anyone might have concerning this
location for events.
Acting for the applicant, I have given full regard to:
➢ The licensing objectives set out in the Licensing Act 2003.
➢ The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.
➢ The Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Act.
➢ All advice and guidance given to me by the Responsible Authorities
I have liaised extensively with the Responsible Authorities to ensure that the events are
safe and will not cause any undue disturbance or nuisance to neighbouring residents.
Eight Responsible Authorities could have objected to this application in relation to any of
the Four Licensing Objectives, of these, I have liaised extensively with two and the other
six, have not considered it necessary. I therefore believe that this premises licence gives
them no reason for concern in its proposed operation or licensable activities, and that it
will fully uphold the four licensing objectives.
I will now address some of the issues that I believe need clarification, as these are the ones,
I have discussed at length with the Licensing Authority (apologies if these have already
been highlighted by the Licensing Manager) :
Frequency and Duration of Events
The events will only be ‘’one day’’ events and there will only be a maximum of 5 per year.
Overnight Camping
The issue of overnight camping has been raised, and I can confirm that there will not be
any overnight camping. This will be made clear in any information supplied to ticket
holders.

In accordance with Section 182 guidance, you will see that this application has taken into
consideration the local community and the steps required to demonstrate a strong
operating schedule, with very reasonable hours, in addition to supplying the following
supporting documents for the application:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Darley Dale Fire Safety Plan
Darley Dale Fire Safety procedures_ Catering
Darley Dance Festival - Event Safety Management Plan
Darley Dance Festival Security Operations plan
Darley Dance Risk Assessment Security
Operation medical plan
Fire Safety Check list 1
Fire Safety Check list 2
Mobile Catering units safety document
Risk Assessment Darley Dance Festival
Refusal’s log/Incident log/DPS Authorisations/Challenge 25/Staff training
Staff training register

In summary, the applicant intends to run the events in a very professional manner; he has
invested time, money, and passion to make this an asset to the local community, without
compromising on the four licensing objectives.
The security company, fire crew and medics being used for the site, are in fact a highly
qualified and specialised teams; used to dealing with events of this nature. Additionally,
there will be a full complement of the management team present on site for the events, in
order to supervise and mitigate any issues should they arise.
The applicant will promote the licensing objectives at all times. This has been
demonstrated, by his willingness to meet and mediate with the Responsible Authorities
and act on their advice.
I am happy to discuss and questions you may have or answer anything that you may feel
has not been addressed within the realms of the Licensing Act 2003. I am mindful that
time is of the essence with the pending Licensing Subcommittee hearing date having been
set.
Kind regards
Rob
Rob Edge
Licence Leader Ltd
www.licence-leader.co.uk
rob.edge@licence-leader.co.uk
07982917819

ANNEX C

Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS)
Authorisation for Sale/Supply of alcohol
Darley Dance Festival
I am the Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS), and the holder of a Personal Licence
and I am the person in a position of authority at the premises.
I hereby authorise the following named personnel to sell and supply alcohol, to
comply with the Licensing Act 2003.
This being either when I am present on the premises or in my absence. I can always
be contactable on the following telephone number:

NAMES OF AUTHORISED PERSONS:

Name

Personal
Licence Number
(If Applicable)

Date

Signature

I, being a person named below am aware of and accept my responsibilities under the
Licensing Act 2003 and will endeavour to comply in accordance with the licensing law
and the licence conditions attached to the premises licence.

Name
Personal Licence Number
Date
Signature

Premises Operations &
Training Manual
Darley Dance Festival
This Operations Training Manual contains instructions and guidance covering
policies and procedures. The intention of this manual is to:
• Assist in staff training and awareness.
• Act as an ‘aide memoire’ for all staff
• Something for staff to reference information quickly and easily
• Provide guidance to staff as part of their on-going training and
development.
The Training Regime
A reputable Licensing Consultant or the DPS, will train all on-site staff, including the
Premises Licence Holder and Designated Premises Supervisor. They will be required
to study the training material provided and then satisfactorily pass a subsequent test
before being authorised to sell alcohol. It is important that all staff members
understand this information, should a staff member not satisfy the trainer that they
understand all of this then the DPS will not authorise that staff member.
You are at risk of prosecution for making unauthorised sales.
Refresher training should be undertaken at least twice per year; to sell alcohol and
some refresher quizzes will take place to ensure staff are kept up to date with current
legislation, particularly in relation to Covid regulations.
Due Diligence Measures
• Training Statement, to be signed by staff member and countersigned by
Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS).
• Staff Authorisation sheet, to be signed by staff member and
countersigned
by Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS).
All staff training will be recorded as well as individual staff authorisations to sell
alcohol. All staff will be issued with their own confirmation of having received their
initial training, keeping the originals for premises records, and being made available
to Responsible Authorities as required.
All current staff will be listed on the DPS authorisations record and it will contain their
signature as proof of their understanding of the training they have received and the
responsibilities that they hold in the sale of alcohol. Subsequently as they are re-

authorised to sell alcohol on a regular basis this should form part of their refresher
training and they are indicating by signing the authority sheet again that they are still
fully conversant with the legislation relating to the sale of alcohol.

New staff members will be then be added as they join, subsequently signing again on
a regular basis thereafter, after each refresher. The alcohol training and authority
sheets are for quick reference by any of the responsible authorities, which may visit
the store, and for you to identify and maintain all training requirements.
Premises licence – Licensable Activities
You can only carry out the sale of alcohol off the premises during the licensable hours
of the premises licence. There are large penalties for those selling outside permitted
hours, plus a possible review of the premises may be called.
Staff Authorisation
Under the terms of the grant of the premises licence: It is an offence for a person to
serve alcohol to anybody unless you have been authorised to do so by a personal
licence holder. It is an offence to sell alcohol to anybody from premises without a
premises licence and/or without a named Designated Premises Supervisor who is in
possession of a personal licence.
Underage Sales
It is an offence to sell alcohol to anyone under the age of 18, or to anyone purchasing
alcohol on behalf of someone under the age of 18. It is an offence for any person under
the age of 18 to buy or attempt to buy alcohol. It is an offence for anybody under 18
to sell alcohol unless authorised to do so by a responsible person. Responsible persons
are defined as:
• The holder of the premises licence
• The Designated Premises Supervisor (DPS) if any, for the Premises Licence
• An individual aged over 18 authorised in writing to sell alcohol for consumption on
or off the premises by either the Premises Licence Holder or the Designated Premises
Supervisor.
It is an offence to allow alcohol to be served to someone under 18, if the staff member
could have prevented it. The premises will operate a Challenge 25 scheme, and this
will be a condition of our licence, then each customer wishing to purchase alcohol who
is unknown to the staff serving as a person who is over 18 years of age must be asked
for satisfactory identification to prove their age. If they cannot or are not asked, then
the staff member may be committing an offence should the condition wording be
specific in this regard.
If a customer looks, under 25 they Must be challenged to prove that they are over 18
by producing photographic proof of age, which must include a photograph and state

the full date of birth of the customer. The only forms of proof of age that we will accept
are:
• A passport
• A photographic new style driving licence
• A PASS accredited Proof of Age ID card such as: the Citizen Card
Do not accept any other form of ID under any circumstances
Protection of Children from Harm
To protect children from harm and comply with the law, the vast majority of retailers
take under age sales very seriously. There can be serious consequences for businesses,
licensees and individual members of staff. Penalties for breaking the law include
substantial fines, loss of licences, even imprisonment. Individual members of staff can
be taken to court and may be prosecuted. They could also lose their job.
Alcohol
The age at which product alcohol can be legally served and bought is 18. Do not sell
to over 18s who you think may be purchasing for under 18s. Both the owner of the
business and the seller may commit a criminal offence if alcohol is sold to an under
18. If you are found guilty of selling alcohol to a person under 18 the premises licence
to sell alcohol is at risk.
Under 18s cannot legally purchase alcohol. Always ask for proof of age before you
serve and check the details. You can face prosecution and a criminal record or
alternatively the police can issue on the spot fine of £90 if under age sales are made.
Signs of Intoxication
There are many signs that a person may display as they become intoxicated. As blood
alcohol levels rise, differences can be noticed in coordination, appearance, speech and
behaviour.
An intoxicated person may typically show some of the following signs:
i. Behaviour and Physical Signs
Becoming loud, boisterous and disorderly Dropping possessions, rambling
conversation
Becoming argumentative Fumbling and difficulty in picking up change Loss of train
of thought e.g. forgot to pay for goods Annoying other customers and staff Swaying
and staggering Difficulty in paying attention Becoming incoherent, slurring or making
mistakes in speech Difficulty walking straight Not hearing or understanding what is
being said
Becoming physically violent Bumping into fixtures/other customers Drowsiness,
dozing or sleeping while in premises becoming bad-tempered or aggressive
Glassy/bloodshot eyes and lack of focus Observe customers in difficulty lighting
cigarettes whilst outside the premises using offensive language. Falling down.

Vomiting Exhibiting inappropriate sexual behaviour Flushed face Dishevelled
clothing Person smells of alcohol
DUTY TO REFUSE SERVICE
It is your duty to refuse to serve under 18s and you must refuse to serve a person if
they are or appear to be drunk.
Staff Guidance - How to refuse a sale
Sometimes refusing a sale will make the customer angry. Here are some tips to help
you handle difficult refusals.
Ask for proof of age. This helps the situation, as it is not a direct refusal. It says that
you will make the sale if they can produce valid proof of age. Only accept proof of age
with a photo, and only if you are happy it is correct.
Refuse politely. If necessary, repeat your refusal clearly.
Keep calm. Do not get into an argument.
Explain briefly, why you cannot sell. Try saying
• ‘I’m sorry; if I serve you I might be breaking the law.’
• ‘We have a policy of `no proof of age, no sale.’
• ‘Our company policy is not to sell these products to young people.’
Show customers notices, posters and stickers that indicate you will not serve alcohol
to under 18s.
Be positive in your refusal. Have a firm tone of voice, be confident and use direct eye
contact. The law is on your side and you are doing the right thing. Call your
supervisor or manager for support if necessary.
Record details in your premises’ refusal register.
Report incidents where you have felt threatened and/or intimidated.
Remember, you commit an offence if:
• You sell alcohol to a person who is under 18
• You allow alcohol to be sold to someone who is under 18 when you could
have prevented that sale
• You sell alcohol to a person who is drunk
• You sell alcohol to a companion of a person who is drunk for the drunken
person’s consumption
• You allow alcohol to be sold to someone who is drunk when you could have
prevented that sale

On the spot fixed penalty, notices can be issued for serving alcohol to someone who
is drunk or under age with prosecution also being a possibility.
If someone is drunk or disorderly they can be ejected from the premises and the Police
must assist if requested to do so - if you think a customer should be ejected please
ensure that you seek assistance from a colleague and follow your company procedures
in order to deal with the incident properly and safely.
Keep calm. Don’t get into an argument.
Explain briefly why you cannot sell.
Try saying
• ‘I’m sorry; if I serve you I might be breaking the law.’ ‘We have a company policy
of `no proof of age, no sale.’

Staff Training
Staff member [Full name]
DPS or Personal Licence Holder delivering
training [Full name]

A new checklist will be used to record when;
•
•
•

a new staff member is appointed
changes to the premises licence or policies have occurred
when carrying out refresher training for existing staff.

This is paramount to our business and to demonstrate that we are showing our best endeavours
to comply with the requirements of our premises licence and the licensing objectives of 2003
Licensing Act.
1. What the law says about selling alcohol & the penalty staff and the business
can face if an underage sale occurs?
2. That the premises has to have a licence to sell alcohol. That staff understand
what the licence requires and the consequences for them and the business
should any person sell alcohol in breach of any aspect of the alcohol licence.
3. What the alcohol licence and conditions of the operating schedule require.
EG: [i] ensuring alcohol is only sold during licensing hours, [ii] mandatory
conditions as well as any conditions that are set out in the Annexes to the
alcohol licence that are specific to our individual premises,
4. Why selling alcohol underage and underage drinking is a problem for local
communities, as well as the harm caused to underage drinkers themselves?

5. What our policy is for challenging customers for proof of age?
Challenge 25
6. What our policy is, for the types of proof of age (ID) staff should accept?
7. How to operate the ‘till prompt’ system installed?
8. The signs to look out for that the customer may be buying alcohol for others
who are underage (‘Proxy purchasing’)?
9. What staff should do if they suspect the person they are serving is a ‘proxy
purchaser’?
10. Where and how to record any refusals to sell, challenges for proof of age,
use of fake ID or any other incidents such as aggressive or abusive customers
etc?
11. Why it is important to record incidents/refusals to sell?
12. The law that staff under the age of 18 are not allowed to sell alcohol to
anyone and the consequences for breaking this law?
13. What the policy is for an under 18 year old to get authorisation for sales
involving alcohol?

Full name of person trained

Full name(s) of trainer(s)

Full name of Designated Premises
Supervisor or personal licence
holder, authorising person trained
to sell alcohol. (NB Under 18’s
cannot be authorised to sell
alcohol).

Signature

Position in shop

Date
dd/mm/yy

ANNEX D

An introduction to Joynes Nash Ltd
Joynes Nash is a leading consultancy for the live events industry. We have extensive experience
of live music events and a proven track record of working with event organisers to enhance the
audience’s experience, whilst preserving the image of events and venues.
Our consultants experience has ranged from relatively small scale to major events staged both in
urban and residential environments, providing for tens of thousands of people. Projects and
clients have included Secret Cinema, Garage Nation Festival, Olympic Torch Relay, Guards Polo
Club, Tramlines Festival, Liverpool Sound City, Red Bull Future Underground and Holi One Tours.
We consider despite the many technical challenges that events bring, that relationships between
all interested parties are of paramount importance and that each and every one of these
understands situations clearly. We therefore approach each event not in isolation, but carefully
consider the public image of events, the venues and the thoughts of the wider community to
make events successful and to secure venues for future years.

About the Team
Pete Nash BSc (Hons), MSc, CEnvH, MCIEH, MIOA
Peter Nash has 16 years’ experience as a Local Authority Environmental Health Officer, up to
Technical Manager Level and has 9 years of Professional Practice within the Environment
Industry. He holds a BSc(Hons) in Environmental Health, the IOA Diploma in Acoustics and Noise
Control and an MSc in Applied Acoustics. He is a Chartered Environmental Health Practitioner and
registered with the Environmental Health Registration Board. Peter is a Member of the Chartered
Institute of Environmental Health, and a Member of the Institute of Acoustics. He has appeared
as an expert witness in a number of significant noise nuisance and planning cases, public enquiries
and appeals.

Simon Joynes BSc(Hons), MSc, CEnvH, MCIEH, AMILM
Simon Joynes has over 17 years’ experience in both Private Sector and Local Government. He has
acted as a senior advisor and has significant experience in the technical aspects and practical
application of environmental law, including acting as an expert witness in courts and planning
enquiries and the preparation and reviewing of environmental reports and mitigation strategies.
(Air Quality, Land Contamination, Acoustics, Water Quality, Odour Management & Industry
Regulation). He holds a BSc (Hons) Environmental Health, MSc in Contaminated Land
Remediation, Certificates of Competence in Environmental Noise Assessment and Environmental
Impact Assessments. He also holds affiliations with the Chartered Institute of Environmental
Health and is an Associate Member of the Institute of Leadership and Management.
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1. Introduction

Joynes Nash Ltd has been appointed by Euphoria Festivals Ltd, to consider the approach to noise
management from Darley Dance Festival at Darley Moor Motor Cycle Race Track.

2. About the Noise Management Strategy
Those responsible for the event have committed to proactively manage noise. This strategy is to
demonstrate that noise from the event can accord with the relevant guidance, does not cause a
Public Nuisance and ensure that complaints are managed effectively.
This strategy is considered to be a “live document” which will evolve as final preparations are
made for the event, the operational requirements become clearer and the relevant technical
considerations become known. Indeed, in its very infancy, it will outline the considerations and
provide an overview of monitoring and mitigation options which may be available. Any revisions
will be issued to all relevant parties for approval as necessary.

3. An introduction to Inaugural Darley Dance Festival
Darley Moor Dance Festival is an 11 hour Dance Event Based in the Heart of the Peak District at
Darley Moor Race Track The event will run from 12 noon to 11pm and will bring you some of the
best DJs and acts from the last 20 years of Dance. The offering will be provided from two stages
and provide for ancillary uses such as catering, merchandise, etc.
Regarding the proposed site layout, this has been designed, as far as reasonably practicable to
minimise propagation of music noise levels to sensitive premises within the constrains of the site.

4. Site Context
Darley Moor Airfield and Road Race Circuit is situated on a high plateau adjacent to the A515, two
miles south of Ashbourne, Derbyshire, England. The majority of the RAF concrete runways were
converted into Darley Moor Racetrack by the West Midlands Racing Club and the circuit is now
primarily used for motorcycle races and track days, run by Darley Moor Motor Cycle Road Club.
The site is set amongst farmland, the peripheral and centre areas are used for arable crops and
grazing. There are a number of receptors locally mostly in the context of isolated farms.
The proposed event site layout is shown in Appendix A and receptor positions in Appendix B.

5. Premises Licences and Permitted Noise Levels
The organisers are seeking appropriate permissions for the event and is typical it is expected that
condition(s) attached to any license will seek the submission of a noise management plan and
this strategy looks to address such ahead of the approval being sought.
The main guidance for any festival was contained within the Code of Practice for Concerts 1995
and the approach detailed in this strategy and to be adopted throughout, is consistent with such.
Regarding permitted levels, events present several challenges and indeed there needs to be a
careful balance between the needs of the organisers being able to deliver a successful event and
the impacts on the local community. In recent years, we have seen many debates on permitted
levels and the guidance is currently subject to review with a view to taking a more pragmatic
approach to the control of noise. In fact, the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health suggest
because of its age that the code of practice is used with caution. The industry understands this
stems from the change in licensing legislation since its introduction, the apparent need for an
increase in permitted noise levels, the support of other research and a risk-based approach.

The outcome of which is that for many spaces to operate we have seen a relaxation in the
permitted levels, largely to reflect those in stadia where the permitted levels are 75dB(A).
With regards to this event the approach is to maintain a target of 65dB L Aeq (15 min) as is currently
permitted for up to three event days per year up to 23.00hrs. .

6. Low Frequency Noise
Whilst an event of this type is not expected to present a significant amount of low frequency
noise, we acknowledge that low frequency noise may cause unreasonable disturbance.
The Code of Practice for Noise from Pop Concerts does offer some guidance. It concludes that it
is the frequency imbalance which causes disturbance and advises that a level of up to 70dB in
either of the 63Hz or 125Hz octave frequency band is satisfactory; a level of 80dB or more in
either of those octave frequency bands causes significant disturbance. The guidance is based on
frequency imbalance at distances over 2km as detailed in the supporting research.
What is therefore proposed, is that we deal with low frequency based on professional
observations and experience within the context of the guidance available.

7. Site Feasibility Assessment
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the site, noise predictions have been carried out at the most
sensitive receptor positions. They may subsequently be re-evaluated as planning for the event
progresses and will be verified during the sound check immediately prior to the event.

The following assumptions have been made in predicting noise levels.
•

Noise predictions have been made based on the intended coverage of the sound system
to achieve a maximum level of music noise of 98dB(A) in the audience areas. The
predictions provide for a worst case.

•

An orientation correction of between 0db and 10dB is assumed for noise sensitive
properties depending on the location relative to the stage location.

•

Distance attenuation is based on progressive attenuation under neutral meteorological
conditions

•

Where appropriate attenuation has been considered for the effect of barriers between
the noise sources and noise sensitive premises. BS5228 Code of Practice for noise and
vibration control of construction and open sites (2009) gives a working approximation of
the effect of a barrier or other topographical features. An attenuation of 10dB is assumed
when the noise screen completely hides the source from the receiver.

Predicted Receiver Levels
The predicted receiver levels have been determined using a distance attenuation correction of
(L2=L1-20log (r2/r1). Given the proximity of the sound sources relative to the receptors in this
instance, the use of a single point source calculation is considered appropriate. The source levels
being utilised are based on experience from similar events and are:
2019 Calculations

Main Stage
Stage 2
Table of Predictions Main Stage
Location

Distance
(m)

Edlaston
948m
Darley Moor
1000m
A515 North of Site
690m
nd
Table of Predictions 2 Stage
Location

Distance
(m)

Edlaston
865m
Darley Moor
1290m
A515 North of Site
373m
Predicted Receiver Levels
Location
Edlaston
Darley Moor
A515 North of Site

Stage 1
53
49
64

Source Level of 98 @ 25m
Source Level of 98 @ 20m

Distance
Correction
dB
66dB
66dB
69dB

Barrier
Attenuation
dB
5
5
5

Orientation
Correction
dB
8
12
0

Receiver
Level
(dB)
53dB
49dB
64dB

Distance
Correction
dB
66dB
63dB
74dB

Barrier
Attenuation
dB
5
5
5

Orientation
Correction
dB
10
0
12

Receiver
Level
(dB)
51dB
58dB
57dB

Stage 2
51
58
57

Receiver Level (dB)
55dB
56dB
65dB

The calculations are typically conservative, in that they do not consider any attenuation such as
provided for by crowds, ground attenuation, the presence of portable structures on site etc.

8. Sound System Design and Setup
The sound systems will be designed and set up in such a way as to minimise noise impact at noise
sensitive properties. Sound systems will be flown to focus the noise into the audience area, with
a requirement for array style systems. There configuration will aim to minimise horizontal and
vertical dispersion to reduce overspill from the intended coverage areas.
There will also be a preference for Cardioid sub arrays to be integrated into the main stage to
limit rear projection of low frequency sound to the rear. Careful and detailed alignment of the
sound system will be ensured to optimise the coverage throughout the audience areas and
balance this against offsite environmental noise impact.
During the event any guest engineers or individual acts will have only limited control over the
main PA system in their area. The maximum level at sound sites will be directly under the control
of the Festival Organiser or its contractors and adjusted only by them or with their approval.

9. Wider Sound Management
Third Party Amplification Equipment
The event organiser will ensure that amplification equipment is not brought onto site unless:

a) It is for use as part of the licensed entertainment
b) It is for use of authorised traders for the sole purpose of providing background music to
their own concession.
The event organiser will affect full control over the organisations and traders on site where there
is amplified music being played.
Generators
Generator plant noise will be monitored and powered down when not in use.

10.

People / Crowd Noise

Whilst there is no formal mechanism for evaluating or controlling crowd noise, consideration will
be given to minimising such as critical points such as during arrival and dispersal from the event.
Marshals will marshal and monitor the entrance and egress from the premises including the
behaviour of those within the vicinity of the premises. This will help achieve orderly arrival and
departure of persons and will reduce the risk of nuisance occurring.

11.

Sound Check and Rehearsals

Sound propagation checks will be conducted immediately before the event for an expected 2hrs.
These will be used to calibrate levels both internally within the event site and externally at
receiver positions. Such levels will then be used as a guide throughout the event and will be
established using music of a similar type. The Local Authority are invited to attend such should
they wish to do so. Other technical, checks at a lower level may take place ahead of the event.

12.

Noise Control Monitoring

Prior to the stage running, the stage manager and sound engineers will be briefed by the Acoustic
Consultants on the importance of limiting any off-site disturbance and compliance restrictions.
The engineers will be encouraged to leave some “headroom” early in the event to provide a
safety margin to allow for some upward movement of levels, should that be necessary to
maintain audience satisfaction or permit headline acts.
The intention is to initially run the systems at an anticipated audience satisfaction level (as
detailed previously), based on the audience levels of 95 - 98dB(A) and to modify them should
that be necessary following off-site level monitoring throughout the event. Likewise, on site levels
will always reflect audience size and dynamics (for example earlier in the day overall levels may
be lower to reflect smaller audience size).
Provision has been made for a fixed monitoring positions at appropriate positions. These
positions will be used to continually monitor levels throughout the event and provide a visual
reference of levels to engineers and/or consultants. The locations of such will largely be
dependent on the outcome of propagation checks and weather but are expected to include the
receptors detailed above and at the front of house position.
Throughout the event Acoustic Consultants will remain responsible for proactively monitoring
noise. This will be done through conducting measurements at predetermined locations both
internally and externally of the arena. Wider observations will also be undertaken as necessary.
Consultants will take measurements, make professional observations and react accordingly to
issues of public nuisance. The size of the team deployed shall allow for sufficient persons to
conduct off-site measurements and on-site measurements to facilitate management of levels.

Typically, we expect measurements to be conducted over a 15-minute period, albeit shorter
measurement periods may be undertaken to determine compliance in line with the code of
practice (i.e. it is typical that 5-minute measurements give a good indication of compliance over
15 minutes). All measurements will be recorded and be available for inspection at any time by
the local Authority during the course of the event.
The sound monitoring team will be in contact with event control should any action need to be
taken during the event and have authority to instruct the sound engineers to adjust sound levels.

13.

Noise Management Resource

All sound level meters used for the purposes of environmental monitoring will be integrating
meters to Class 1 specification and subject to current calibration. Meters will be capable of realtime octave and/or one third octave band analyses.
Measurements within the sound sites will be made from fixed datum locations to provide
representative levels against which changes can be made and measured. Where practical, meters
and displays will be set up at Front of House positions with A weighted rolling 5 min L Eq’s as well
as SPL to provide a reference points for sound engineers. All measurements will be logged.

14.

Procedure for Responding to and Dealing with Enquiries

Those responsible for the event intend to engage with the community to communicate details of
the event and listen to local concerns. Such efforts will include the publication of a telephone
complaints line which will be available for the duration of the event.
Should any noise complaints be received, a consultant will investigate the complaint and if noise
levels are deemed unacceptable, immediate action will be taken to reduce the levels of the noise
source. This will be through formal requests by consultants to the sound engineers.

A complaints log will be maintained throughout the event, detailing addresses of complaints,
times and actions. Such will also be available to the Local Authority on request. A flow chart
detailing communication routes, roles, responsibilities and contacts is provided in Appendix C.

15.

Local Authority Liaison

The Local Authority will be provided with contact details of those responsible (See Appendix C)
Acoustic Consultants will work closely with the Local Authority, agreeing any changes to off-site
monitoring positions, sharing noise data observations and other information wherever possible.
The role performed by consultants is to ensure that any requests by the Local Authority are
actioned by the festival organisers. All requests relating to noise will be routed through them to
ensure that any noise issues are properly managed and dealt with as soon as possible.
All complaints received by the Local Authority will be logged and notified to the consultants. In
the event that specific details are not forthcoming, details of a representative position of the
complaint will be provided to allow appropriate investigation. Results of any investigations and
actions will be fed back to the Local Authority as soon as practicable or as agreed.

References to contact with Local Authority Officers will be dependent upon the Authority
determining that it wishes to attend the event and does not infer any commitment on the part
of that Authority.

16.

Post Event Reporting

Following completion of the event, a report shall be made available to the Local Authority.

17.

Setting Up and Dismantling of Venue

During the event set up and dismantling, all works which are likely to cause disturbance at
residential properties will be conducted between the hours of 0800 and 22.00hrs. Within these
times and as so far as reasonably practicable, all measures to minimise noise shall be undertaken
to ensure that no undue noise disturbance is caused to residential premises. This will be
monitored by site management throughout the duration of the build and dismantling of the
venue. The same arrangements will be in place during the event days.

18.

Conclusion

The United Kingdom has a diverse and vibrant festival sector, which has been established for
many years at numerous sites throughout the Country. The team behind this event have chosen
to fulfil their ambitions and bring the event to the venue and accept the challenges which go with
such.
The noise strategy presented above aims to address all the challenges and look to ensure that an
acceptable balance is maintained between the needs of the event organisers and the residents.
The event is fully compliant with relevant guidance for the most part likely to operate significantly
under many similar venues in the UK in terms of noise.
During the event, Consultants will be onsite for its duration to conduct monitoring, respond to
complaints of both the Local Authority and residents and advise accordingly. The relevant
controls are identified in this strategy and Joynes Nash will continue to review and update this
plan as the event continues to evolve. A final version will be circulated as necessary.
With regards to the long term planning for the venue, it is acknowledged that both the number
of days and duration of events may change over the course of the years and these will be
conducted in accordance with the relevant guidance / best practice available at the time and it is
expected that this noise management strategy will be reviewed and updated at least annually.

Appendix A – Proposed Event Site Layout

Appendix B – Receptor Locations and Expected Noise Monitoring Positions

Appendix C – Indicative Noise Response Flowchart

Joynes Nash proactively monitors noise levels in accordance with NMP or
in response to complaints to determine compliance with Licence or
determine whether Public Nuisance exists.

Noise Levels Satisfactory

Noise levels unsatisfactory or
potential breach in licence

LA / Residents / Sound
Engineers informed as
appropriate
Noise source identified

Sound level reduction not affected

A further attempt is made by
Joynes Nash to reduce sound

Sound level reduction not affected

Consultant informs sound engineer,
stage manager by radio or phone

Sound level reduction affected

Premises licence holder takes one
of following options:

1. Allow situation to continue
The consultants advise premises
licence holders via radio or mobile
phone and await further
instructions

2. Issue sound engineers, site
managers further
instructions
3. Close sound site

Appendix C - Contact Numbers

Event Hotline Number

TBC

Venue Management

TBC

Noise Consultants
Simon Joynes

Joynes Nash

07870 508492

Peter Nash

Joynes Nash

07769 202073

Appendix D - Noise Units

1.

Noise is defined as unwanted sound. The range of audible sound is from 0 dB to 140 dB. The frequency
response of the ear is usually taken to be about 18 Hz (number of oscillations per second) to 18000 Hz. The
ear does not respond equally to different frequencies at the same level. It is more sensitive in the midfrequency range than the lower and higher frequencies and because of this, the low and high frequency
components of a sound are reduced in importance by applying a weighting (filtering) circuit to the noise
measuring instrument. The weighting which is most widely used and which correlates best with subjective
response to noise is the dB(A) weighting. This is an internationally accepted standard for noise
measurements.

2.

For variable noise sources such as traffic, a difference of 3 dB(A) is just distinguishable. In addition, a doubling
of a noise source would increase the overall noise by 3 dB(A). For example, if one item of machinery results
in noise levels of 30 dB(A) at 10 m, then two identical items of machinery adjacent to one another would
result in noise levels of 33 dB(A) at 10 m. The ‘loudness’ of a noise is a purely subjective parameter but it is
generally accepted that an increase/decrease of 10 dB(A) corresponds to a doubling/halving in perceived
loudness.

3.

External noise levels are rarely steady but rise and fall according to activities within an area. In an attempt
to produce a figure that relates this variable noise level to subjective response, a number of noise metrics
have been developed. These include:

LAeq noise level - This is the ‘equivalent continuous A-weighted sound pressure level, in decibels’ and is
defined in BS 7445 [1] as the ‘value of the A-weighted sound pressure level of a continuous, steady sound
that, within a specified time interval, T, has the same mean square sound pressure as a sound under
consideration whose level varies with time’. It is a unit commonly used to describe community response
plus, construction noise and noise from industrial premises and is the most suitable unit for the description
of other forms of environmental noise. In more straightforward terms, it is a measure of energy within the
varying noise.

LA90 noise level - This is the noise level that is exceeded for 90% of the measurement period and gives an
indication of the noise level during quieter periods. It is often referred to as the background noise level and
issued in the assessment of disturbance from industrial noise.

LA10 noise level - This is the noise level that is exceeded for 10% of the measurement period and gives an
indication of the noisier levels. It is a unit that has been used over many years for the measurement and
assessment of road traffic noise.
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Section

1

Overview of Event
Darley Dance Festival is delighted to announce its first festival at this location. A
premises licence will facilitate this event and the ‘Management Team’ will liaise fully
with all Responsible Authorities, prior to, during and after the event.
It is our intention to provide a dance day Festival, which is a ‘ticket only’ event to all
visitors, be they local or from further afield. We intend to provide information about
the Ashbourne and Peak district to increase the number of tourists to the area. The
festival will increase footfall to the local area, without causing a nuisance factor to the
local population.

Section

2

Planning and Management
Event Management Structure
Licence Leader Ltd (Rob Edge) is working very closely with the applicant (Mr Colin
Beresford) to coordinate those engaged in the delivery of the event and others who
may be affected by the organisation’s undertakings. They will have responsibility for
ensuring that all of those engaged to deliver the event are fully trained to work safely
in accordance with the Events policies and procedures.
All those engaged to deliver the event are provided with training {as necessary} for
activities and tasks where there may be a safety hazard.
We will strive to maintain a level of safety performance that promotes a positive work
environment, minimises risk to those engaged to deliver the event and those visiting
or affected by the event and supports our relationship with end users, and maximises
value.
Management structure
Role
Event Manager (Overall responsibility)
Designated Premises Supervisor
Licensing Consultant
Fire Safety Advisors
Health & Safety
First Aid Provision
Security Management

Nominated person
Mr. Colin Beresford
Mr. Colin Beresford
Rob Edge - Licence Leader Ltd
Paul & Marc Bell - B P Fire
Daniel Minns
Marc Stevens - Inter County Paramedics
Phil Wright. Monarch Security

The Event Manager
The Event Manager is responsible for, among other duties, monitoring and reviewing
the health & safety. {Certain duties may be delegated to others, but the Event Manager
retains accountability for the event}.

Primary duties include:
• Administering the health & safety management system.
• Having a clear understanding of the health & safety arrangements for the
event.
• Has the authority to ensure compliance with any measures necessary to
meet statutory requirements and may stop or restrict any activity deemed
to be unsafe.
• Budget holder
• Act as the principal point of contact for all external contractors.
• Source and appoint suitable contractors and event suppliers to provide
services and infrastructure for the various elements of the event.
• Ensure all suppliers/infrastructure is set out as per the event site plan.
• Is responsible for carrying out serious accident/hazardous occurrence
investigation and reporting inclusive of RIDDOR reporting.
• Attending any event related meeting with:
• Statutory authorities
• Emergency services
• Clients
• Contractors, Traders
• Events Management Team
• Monitoring and reviewing as necessary the implementation and
effectiveness of the health & safety policy and procedures including:
• Carrying out safety inspections
• Providing updated information as required to key personnel.
Security/Stewarding-Marshals
Will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

Overall responsibility for the safety of those entering the site.
Liaison with emergency services
Agree entrance and exit routes to the public and control of vehicles.
Overall responsibility for all Stewards/Marshals
Coordinate all traffic entering and leaving the site, including taxi’s at the
drop off point in the main car park.
• Co-ordinate all activities in an emergency situation

Section

3

Venue and Site design
Access and Egress
• Admission is by pre-booked ticket for the event.
• Rights of admission are reserved, and the following items are not to be
taken onto the site.

•

Weapons

•
•
•

Illegal substances
Glass containers of bottles
Chinese lanterns

All infrastructures will be laid out and positioned to allow suitable access to fire exits,
so that access is not obstructed.
Sanitary Facilities
Name and address of supplier
Contact details of supplier

Utopia Festivals Ltd

Waste Management
Sanitary cleaning, general cleaning and waste management will be provided by:
Waste Management and Cleaning
Company

Wiltshires of burton

Contact on site

TBN

Structures
Number and type of
Structure
Stage.

Name and address of
supplier

Contact details

Details being finalised for
all aspects

Toilets
Marquee
Bar tent
Other tents

Section

4

Food and drink
Food
There will be contract catering pitches utilised by traders, providing all services for
the preparation and service of food, which will be registered, and food hygiene rated.
All contact details for food suppliers will be made available once contracts have been
signed.

Drink/Alcohol

The bars will be provided by ‘’Tipsy cow moo bile bars’’.
The DPS will maintain overall control to ensure the licensing objectives are upheld
and that staff, including those brought in by the bar provider properly trained and
authorised.

Section

5

Communication
Event staff communication
Communications for the event will be coordinated by Monarch security, with a
control centre being established on site. (See site plan).
Residents
A letter will be delivered to all resident properties within proximity to the site,
informing them of the events/activities taking place; and a contact number should
they have any major concerns.
Radios for the event to be provided by:
For the purpose of the event,
communication will be provided by
Monarch security.
Named: Responsible person for the
event:

Contact Number
Monarch Security.
Contact name and main number
Monarch Security.
Marc Lowe XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Radios will be issued at the Marshals/Stewards at a formal briefing prior to the event
commencing.
Lost Property
Any items of lost property found or handed to Stewards/marshals will be sent to the
control centre. Anyone enquiring about lost property can do so via a member of staff
on site.

Section

6

Health and Safety
Risk Assessments
The aim of this procedure is to ensure that all activities and procedures, not
specifically controlled by other Regulations, are adequately risk assessed and where
necessary, control measures are put in place to ensure the safety of those engaged to
deliver the events and any other person affected by the activities or undertaking.

The event manager will be responsible for ensuring that a competent person shall, for
every task, duty, activity, and workplace under their control, complete a risk

assessment. All significant findings will be recorded on a risk assessment form
together with any existing control measure and or additional controls as may be
necessary.
The risk assessments will be communicated to all those affected and who, in turn are
under an obligation to act in accordance with the controls identified within the
assessment, to look after their own safety and the safety of others who may be affected
by their acts or omissions.
Risk assessment will be reviewed periodically or if there is:
•
•
•
•

A change in legislation
A change in control measures
Any significant change in the work/task/activity/process to be
carried out.
Any other reason to suspect that the original assessment is no
longer valid.

First Aid
First aid is being provided by ‘’Inter County Paramedics’’, who currently run the
medical centre on site, additionally there may be members of the Marshal/Stewards
and staff who are qualified first aiders.
Noise
A Noise Management Plan and control measures to mitigate break out of
noise/nuisance will be supplied by the appointed contractor. (This is a live working
document).

Section

7

Incident planning/Emergency Procedures
Emergency procedures
PB Fire have been appointed to oversee all elements of the fire control measures, and
separate documents have been provided.
Suitable and sufficient firefighting equipment will be provided on site by the event
organisers to the levels described, extinguishers will be positioned for easy access.
Water extinguishers should not be placed in proximity of the electrical equipment and
Co2 extinguishers should be used in lieu of water extinguishers.
Having received notification of an incident or situation the notification will be passed
to the appropriate team for action via the control room. Key personnel will be in
communication and will be aware of situations as they arise, and develop and be able
to give input, offer assistance or facilitate coordination as the situation dictates.

Section

8

Fire Prevention

FIRE
Description
Where a fire is reported/suspected in
an open area including the carpark, the
following procedures shall be initiated:
Process:
1. Confirm location of fire.
2. Verify fire or not.
3. Ensure that all actions/decisions
and information are logged.
4. Upon confirmation of a fire
contact fire service
5. Alert all key personnel {security,
stewards, marshals, and events
staff}
6. Initiate partial or full evacuation
as required and in accordance
with location of fire.
7. Convene emergency liaison team
brief.
8. Consider raising the level of
alertness.
9. Confirm that the evacuation is
completed.
10. Ensure that all staff prevent any
further access to the site, until all
clear is given by the fire service.

KEY POINTS
Actions
•

Confirm the FIRE situation {real
or false}

•

If Real call 999 Fire Service

•

Evacuate the area and cordon.

•

Consider raising the alert level
and
convening
Emergency
Liaison Team meeting

•

Control access to the site

ANNEX F

Inter-County Paramedic Ltd
Independent ambulance service
Dance Event Darley Moor August 21st 2021
Day cover X12 hours
Provision of two ambulances with
X1 HCPC registered paramedic crew (Two staff)
X1 Technician crew (Two staff)
X4 First responders
X1 Manager (cost of manager covers all meetings/reports/plans and paperwork,
and being on call for the duration of the event/visits if required)
We are fully insured and are registered with the Care Quality Commission (CQC)
for the provision of regulated ambulance services. We operate a fleet of fully
kitted ambulances with the most current up to date equipment.

ANNEX G

Operational security plan – attached as a separate document.

ANNEX H
Traffic Management - Darley Dance Festival
Darley Moor are well equipped to handle a large traffic flow. They are very
experienced at this with holding track days of which I’m sure has previously had
no parking issues, this is well managed, from the many events held at this site.
All traffic will enter the site by the main arterial route of the A515 - there are not
really any other options for traffic.
The parking will be overseen by Darley Moor staff with all parking contained
within the race track site itself.
The car park area is to the north of the site within a large field away from the festival
licenced area, leaving ‘’blue root’’ access for emergency services and the Fire RVP.
There will be Marshall’s and a designated drop off area within the site.
Please see below, google map images detailing the traffic flow.

Map showing emergency blue route for site

